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The topology of the infin
nite kagome lattice can be characterized
c
by bulk polarization calculated as
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| ∂ | is the Berry connection,
determine duplicable directions
d
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where
the Bloch fu
is the area of
the Brillouiin zone (BZ),
unction, and
o the first BZ. We use the
tight-bindin
ng approach ((see Fig. 2 in the
t main text)) to calculate the
t bulk polarrization. We
introduce , , that rep
present the veectors pointing
g toward neig
ghboring array sites with
is the latttice constant.
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The corresp
ponding tight--binding Ham
miltonian of thee array can be written as
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in which = ( , ), in
ntra-cell couplling strength is
g strength is
and inteercell coupling
. For conv
venience, we sset = 1. Thee first band
of the Ham
miltonian in Eq
q. (S2) is described by
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The eigenvector correspo
onding to
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can be written
n as
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The depend
dence ( , ) is display
yed in Fig. S1((a), where wee also indicatee lattice vectors , in
n the -space. Since corresp
ponding vecto
ors are not orth
hogonal, that complicates
calculation of the bulk
k polarization
n ( , ) alon
ng the latticee vectors
in
and
n from system
m ( , ) to ( ′, ′), where
the -spacee, we employ coordinate trransformation
old and neew coordinatees are related by the expreessions =
/2 and = √3 ′/2.
This is acccompanied by
y the respectiv
ve transformaation of the Brillouin
B
zonee and corresponding laattice vectors ( , ) → ( , ) in the -space, so th
hat in transform
med system
the Brillouiin zone becom
mes square, as shown in Fig. S1(b).

Fig. S1 Profile of
before (a) and after (b
b) the transform
mation with corrresponding latttice vectors in
the -space. Dashed rhomb
bus and square represent
r
the firrst BZ.

Taking the band
as an
a example, on
ne can easily calculate corrresponding bu
ulk polarizaonents in the trransformed co
oordinate systtem:
tion compo

,

=

(1/3,1/3), for < ( < /2)
(0,0), for > ( ≥ /2)

(S5)

The system is in topological phase when polarization components are nonzero and in
trivial phase when polarization components are zero [1-4]. These results are in full agreement with results of Fig. 1 of the manuscript, where for example in truncated triangular
array corner states emerge simultaneously in all three corners at
/ < 0.5 that corresponds to the <
case.
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